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Psyche
Rehearsal Report Stage Manager:

Tiffany Lynn Michael

Rehearsal Notes Started late, approx. 6:45.  Introduced Maddie to the set.  Started Ip 7:00, Iii 7:10, and took a 

long break at 8:00 while we waited for Jason to get off work.  Started Iiii 9:25, Iv 9:40, ended 

rehearsal at 10:07.  Rehearsed on the stage, just shifted US (and guesstimated for the attic 

space).

Steven was off in B Street Land.

Robert present, taking pictures.

Set Just a note that at least in Ip and Iii, Psyche's entrances on to the desk are blindfolded, so we 

definitely need to make sure this can be done as easily and safely as possible.

Props Papers and notebooks are all over the place.  Lots of notebooks and papers upstairs, lots of 

papers downstairs.

Really need rehearsal desk ASAP (for Thursday), or even better: real desk.  Needs to be sturdy.

Costumes Poster photo shoot is now Thursday, so blindfold needed for then. Since I haven't seen the 

sketches, I'm assuming Psyche wears dresses (at least the Paris dress).  We may need to be 

creative about making sure the audience can't look up her skirt, because she's going to be 

pretty high up and moving around a lot.

Lighting Plan A for rehearsal period port a potty lighting is in place.  See smash cut note below.

Sound/

Projection

Not much to say here.  There were some questions from actors about what happens in the 

lights/sound/projection arena during smash cuts.

Schedule Tomorrow is Alison and Jason from 6:30-9:30, hopefully covering Iv, IIiii, and Iiv (the rest of the 

Vera/Ali scenes).  We may or may not have Steven.  Robert will probably come take pictures 

again.

Miscellaneous We have a new draft of the script!  I will be distributing hard copies to actors over the next two 

days.  All actors except Alison received a hard copy of the new Act I tonight (Alison received a 

digital copy for reference). Please contact me to arrange delivery, or if you'd prefer to just print 

one yourself, or whatever.

Steven: we need the dialect handout to give to Jason and Cami. Cami is not called again until 

Monday, so we should email it to her, or arrange some other contact.
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